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The concept of media accountability is a relatively new issue in Poland, both for Polish media 
researchers and journalists (media professionals), as well as for media users. Traditional 
institutions and instruments of media accountability are not very well developed (see 
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1. Context factors in the development of MA online practices 
 
1.1. Media legitimacy and existing MA institutions 
 
            ȋȌǡ 
mocracy is limited. Polish society bases its discourse about 
media performance emotional arguments and ideological cleavages rather than on rational and 
analytical debate about issues of media accountability and transparency of media and their 
performance. 
Results of media trust surveys are ambiguous and the public image of the legitimacy of 
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in political and social life, are still treated by significant part of Polish society as a necessary 
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Table 1: Trust in media and media regulation bodies in Poland 
 Level of Trust (%) Level of lack Of trust (%) 
  2003* 2011** 2003* 2011** 
Public radio 76 74 15 8 
Private radio 69   18 
Printed press 70   21 










TVP 2  59  15 
TVP Info  70  8 
Average  61  12.3 
Private TV 68  24  




The prestige and authority of traditional media accountability institutions is very limited, 
       Ǥ Press council and press 
ǡͳͻͺͶǡ
never been appointed (
Ï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
Media Ethics or the associations of journalists) is limited because these institutions are 
perceived to represent the older generation of journalists. Younger journalists generally do not 
want to have anything in common with these institutions and often openly oppose their 
activities.  
The general opinion of Polish media practitioners is that 
the contemporary situation of the Polish media sector. Their presence online seems to confirm 




1.2 Internet user cultures  
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Case 1: MA institutions online 
 
ȋȌ- ǤǤǤ  
x regularly updated, well developed site 
 
ȋȌ - http://www.sdp.pl  
x fʹͲͳͳǡȋȌ 




ȋȌ - www.sdrp.eprasa.com  
x static website  
x irregular updates 
 
Catholic ȋȌ - ǣȀȀǤǤǤ  
x dynamic website  
x irregular updates 
 
Council of Media Ethics - ǣȀȀǤǤ  





public issues are discussed, but still a sign       
platform of discussion. Even if we assume that this proportion of society has always been 
predominantly passive (in terms of involvement in public debate), it is still a problem that needs 
resolving, and Ǥ 
             
ǡ    
online (which generally ȌǤ
         ȋ͹   - ǡ 
ʹͲͲͻȌǤ The proportion of Ͷ͵per cent, 
ʹ͸ȋʹͲͳͲȌ.    
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ǡ
but also by an infrastructural gap (in comparison with most deȌǤ
ǡ
ǡ    
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1.3 Professionalism in journalism and developments in online news 
 
  underline the generally low level of professionalism in Polish journalism, 
    Ǥ        
journalists only as a cost of their business, media businesses should treat journalists as their 
most important resource and owners should, therefore, invest in human resources development 
ȋǡʹͲͳͲǢǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
   ȋʹͲͳͲȌ
suggesting that the level of accountability is higher in public media anȋʹͲͳͲȌ
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͹ 
is higher in private media. Polish media generally early adopted for their daily routines online 
ǡ  ǡ 
generally they are not innovative.  
ǡ            Ǥ
-only media outlets have 
appeared. Traditional media journalists accepted the new rules and patterns of their 
performance on this new platform at a relatively late stage. This particularly applied to the older 
generation of journalistǡ        
   ȋÏǡ ʹͲͳͲȌǤ      
  ǡ           
joǯȋǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
The number of journalist and media blogs in Poland is significant, but many of them have 
  Ǥ     -specific blogs is limited their activity 
increasingly influences Polish media daily routines. Journalist-bloggers are recognized as an 
ȋǡʹͲͳͲǢǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
Relations between journalists and blogosphere are perceived variously by different media 
Ǥ  ȋʹͲͳͲȌ        
    ǡ        Ǥ
However, the current relationship reflects a stronger characteristic of conflict than of 
cooperation. ǯ   ȋǣ  ʹȌ     Ǥ
ǡ
long term if the standards of bloggers performance could be set to match those of journalists in 
Ǥ	ǡǡ
protection of sources through anonymity would apply for bloggers, online journalists and 





Regarding attitudes towards social media, Polish journalists are increasingly aware that social 
       Ǥ     	ǡ
 ʹͲͳͲȋʹͲͳͲȌmedia is 
ȋǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
  ǡ ǡ           Ǥ
     ȋ    ǯ     
Ȍ        
Ǥ 
            




to stimulate change not only in newsrooms but also in the perspectives of media managers and 
owners.  
Polish media and journalists have already accepted that they must have an online presence 
ȋǡʹͲͳͲȌǤǡǡntation is still more of a need to follow a 
 ǡ     ǡ     Ǥ   ȋʹͲͳͲȌ
ǡ
Case 2: Blogger Kataryna’s identity 
 
           
mainstream media (especially the newspaper Dziennik) on the right-wing (but not radical) 
blogger Kataryna. Dziennik discov ǯ ǡ
which started a confrontation between Dziennik   ǯ  ȋǡ
ʹͲͳͲǢʹͲͳͲȌǤǯǤ 
Generally, the issue of bloggǯ   Ǥ  ǡ 
Dziennik insisted that bloggers should obey the same rules of journalistic conduct as 
 ǣǤǤǤ
the other hand, Polish law does not offer the same level of protection to bloggers and online 
journalists as enjoyed by journalists of traditional media (e.g. the former can be legally forced 
to reveal their sources personal data).  
 













it effectively. This is  
operators. Recently the situation has started to change with Polish Television and Polish Radio 
ȋȌʹͲͳͲȋǡʹͲͳͲȌ 
Polish journalists, mainly the older ones have difficulty in accepting their role in relation to 
Ǥǡ
information has changed from the monologue from newsrooms to users to a dialog between 
ǡǯ ȋÏǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 

their audiences. The problem is often not in technology and infrastructure, but in their attitude 
towards new forms of interaction with users. Many Polish newsrooms are still unable to 
combine use of new technologies with daily routines. Thus, developed interaction with 
 Ǥǡ  
in this new environment, so they tend to suspend their belief in technological evolution (despite 
ȌǤǡ
in terms of the relationship between journalists and their ȋǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
The principal goals of Polish newsrooms remain, even in the situation of developed 
interaction with audiences, major news coverage, and developing the loyalty of users and a 
ǯǤ 
 





   
about their ownership and ethical codes, as well as about the journalists producing the news 
stories. The development of these practiǤ
is generally available (although not always on website of each media outlet and sometimes only 
on the website of the media group or company), but information about journalists and profiles of 
journalist are not common practice. Published mission statements or published codes of ethics 









Table 2: Practices fostering actor transparency in Polish online news websites 
Practice    Availability at online news websites (n=7*) 
Bylines 7 (but usually not in every text) 
Profiles of journalists 5 (basic information),  1 (full information) 
Journalist blogs 5 
Published mission papers 0 
Published Code of Ethics (GJ) 0 
News policy document, in-house code of ethics 0 
Public information on company ownership 6 
ǣȗǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǡʹͶǤǡǤǡǤ 
 
2.2 Production transparency 
 
Production transparency denotes practices where media organizations disclose to users 
information about their sources and the professional decisions made in the process of producing 
news. Generally, there are still not any common (and institutionalized) rules of media 
ǡǡǡȋǤȌ
  ȋǡ ʹͲͳͲȌǤ ǡ       ȋǤǤ
ȌǤ 
ȋȌ actice, putting 
  Ȁ         increasingly common 
practice.  
ǡ
strong. Polish media are generally strongly prese ȋȌǤ 
Case 3: Polskie Radio Wroclaw journalists’ profiles and “Polityka” journalists’  profiles 
 
            Polskie 
 Ï, http://www.prw.pl/, a regional public radio, which provides photos and 




   POLITYKA offers journalists profiles, with photos, a list of their 
ǯǤ 
ǣ 
ǣȀȀǤǤȀǫαΨʹͲƬα   
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the past, some newsrooms managers even forced journalists to start their own blogs, but only 
ȋǡʹͲͳͲȌǤ  
            blogs of 
Ǥ ǡ  Ǯǯ   ȋǤǤAgora–Gazeta Wyborcza), 
        ǯ   ȋ
ǡ
ʹͲͳͲȌǤ 
ǡ  ts write their (more or less related to their media 
outlet) blogs, but these blogs rather concentrate on comments. There are neither journalists' 
personal blogs nor newsroom blogs that discuss news production.  
 
       ll in the phase of development and professional 
ǡ     Ǥ  
ǯȋ
also on private profiles). Research occasionally finds a set of unofficial rules, related to general 





Case 4: Chamstwo w Internecie 
 
ǡ  ǡ ǤǤ ǯ  
Gazeta Wyborcza ȋȌǲǳȋǲ
ǳȌ  Ïǯ ȋ  ǲ
ǳȌ




should be stronger (pre-publication moderation), in defense of morals and the dignity of 





















the moment neither the use of    	  ȋof journalists or the 
newsroom) for discussing production of stories nor strategies for collaborative story writing 
ȋ-ȌǤ 
Table 3: Practices fostering production transparency in Polish online news websites 
Practice                 Availability at online news websites (n=7*) 
Link to original sources 4 
Newsroom blogs 0 
Presence in Facebook 7 
Presence in Twitter 3 
Collaborative news production 0 






 Ǥ uments create a significant number of new 
possibilities in terms of dialog between media and their audiences. Polish media use these new 
tools in different degrees.  
The use of social media is an increasingly common practice in Polish media, although some 
 ǡ  ǯ       ȋ ʹͲͳͲȌ    
Ǥ 	ʹ Ǥ
 ǯ ǡ  ͵
Comments in news are usually allowed and generally moderated (usually post publication 
moderation).  is not observed.    
 or Polish Blip. Gazeta Wyborcza    
developed activity on this field. 
Tools designed to report errors in stories are still not common practice, even in the most 
developed media systems4.    ǡ ǤǤ






Ǣ ǣȀȀǤǤȀǤǫ͓ǨȀȀ	-Ȁͳͳͳ͵͸ͷͲͳͷͷͷͳͷͻͶ  
͵ http://twitter.com/wyborcza  
4 ȋʹͲͳͲȌǤBest Practicies in Error Reporting and Corrections. http://mediabugs.org/pages/best-
practices-in-error-reporting-and-corrections ȋͳͲǤͳʹǤʹͲͳͲȌǤ 






services of biggest Polish newspaper, Gazeta Wyborcza ȋǤȌ Ǥ   ǡ
media treated their online versions only as a “paper version, but put on the InternetǳǢ
the situation has changed a lot (e.g. comment     ʹͲͲʹȀʹͲͲ͵Ȍ
ȋ
ǡʹͲͳͲȌǤǡ
their development is diversified. Online instruments are used by media in Poland rather as 






x few updates daily 






x users activity - medium 
 
       
ǣȀȀǤǤȀǤǫ͓ǨȀȀ	-
Ȁͳͳͳ͵͸ͷͲͳͷͷͷͳͷͻͶ     
x ͹Ͳͳ 
x  








Case 6: Nowa Trybuna Opolska 
 
          Ǥ
Regional newspaper   olska launched a website following numerous 
Ǥ 
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀǤȀǫαȀʹͲͳͲͳʹʹͺȀȀ͵ͻͲͷͻ͸ͷ͸  
and    newsroom strongly encouraged the audience to cooperate in 
creating the website, e.g. the format of photos was changed because a majority of active users 
Ǥ 
This may suggest that some media outlets treat 
Ǥ
policy.   
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tools of building users community, than as tools of fostering their own accountability and 
transparency. 
ǡ
   ǡ      ly 
affects community building. 
Table 4: Practices fostering responsiveness in Polish online news websites 
Practice                   Availability at online news websites (n=7*) 
Feedback form and tip-offs 6 
Correction buttons 0 
Online news comments 4 
Audience blogs 0 
ǣȗǤǡǤǡǤǡǤǡʹͶǤǡǤǡǤ 
 
3. Practices outside media 
 
               





 Ǥ        ǡ ǤǤ   
introducing new products, services or functionalities, which may be treated as positive 
Case 7: Provision of new services and applications under pressure from users 
 
 ͳǤ Rzeczpospolita started using  	 ȗ     
users.  Rzeczpospolitaǯ	uld be very useful tool for 
ȋÏǡʹͲͳͲȌ 
* ǣȀȀǤǤȀǤ͓ǨȀǫα  
 
ʹǤÏ released an application for iPhone** under pressure from listeners. 
ǡÏ 
is the most popular news-oriented regional radio station, after EU accessioʹͲͲͶǤǡ
ǡǮǯ
ǤÏ Ǥ
release some people also suggested that an iPhone application would enable mobile access to  
Ï ȋǡʹͲͳͲȌ 
** http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/radio-Ȁ͵͹Ͳ͵͹͹͵ͷʹǫαͺ͓  
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        Ǥ  ǡ  ia users 
develop more as consumers than as citizens.  
	   ǡ         
Ǥ   ʹͲͲͶǡ   tabloid Super Express released photos of the corpse of 
Waldemar Milewicz (a fam Ȍ  ȋȌǡ  
became an arena of an anti-Super Express campaign, with numerous online comments against 
ǡȋǤǤ
Journalists against Super Express). 
 
 
3.1 Media bloggers 
 
         Ǥ  ͸ concentrate on 
ǡǤǤ
  rnalism websites͹
 
       ǡ 
rather on media sector development, economics, etc. However, media criticism is also present 
there, especially when any scandal related to the media occurs.  
3.2 Social media 
 
al media activity of media users is still not very well developed. The most significant case of 
users influence, related to social mǡ 	 ǲ Ï c¸ - w tym 





͹ ǤǢǤǢ ǣȀȀǤ/Ǣhttp://mediafm.net/  
ͺ ǣȀȀǤǤ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Case 8: Radio Channel 3 listeners movement 
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traditionally broadcast this movie at Christmas). Finally, Polsat changed their decision and 
ǲǳǤǡ    form of 
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. The limited activity means that 
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discovered in Poland.  
3.3 Mediawatch initiatives - NGO’s and academia 
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 media 
performance during election campaigns.  
 nor very influential and the 
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there is not much space for longlife training in the journalistic profession, because media owners 
generally do not treat jo   Ǥ ǡ
practicioners perceive media researchers, as well as journalism education, as being far from the 
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developments in the area of media technology, not only in strictly technological aspect (new 
ǡ 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3.4 Citizen journalism 
 
Citizen and alternative news sitesͳͳ
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Polish media practicioners are also sceptical, e.g. if collective content creation by journalists and 
ǡ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   Ǥ            ǡ   
ǣȀȀǤǤȀǤ͓ǨȀȀ--usunieciu-audycji-red-Jerzego-
Kordowicza-z-ȀͳͲͺͷ͵ʹ͸ͺͷͺͺͳͲͷ͸  
ͳͲ http://pl.ejo.ch/  










The current and future development of media accountability in Poland seems to be strongly 
dependent on development oǡǤǫ 
First, Polish media practitioners and media researchers are convinced that development of 
ǡǯ
  Ǥ          
Ǥ 
ǡǡ  
practices of Polish media, although t    
media users. 
-regulation is also perceived as an important factor of improvement in this area. Polish 
media generally are ready to react, if basic rules of journalistic conduct are disturbed. This was 
the case, when the tabloid newspaper Super Experess published on the cover page photos of the 
ǤSuper Express 
editor-in-chief and newsroom were strongly criticized by other media.  
Polish media practitioners and media researchers are not unanimous, when they analyse the 
  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List of Interviews (2010): 

ǡÏ– Head of wyborcza.pl (online version of daily Gazeta Wyborcza), editor 
Ïǡ– Ǥ z o.o. (publishing daily 
Rzeczpospolita) 
ǡO– former journalist (newspapers, magazines, radio), prominent blogger 
(ͻǤ) 
ǡ– researcher (media ethics, media law, journalistic profession), Wroclaw University 
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